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Abstract—This paper focuses on packet combining for multi-relay systems operating over multiple-input–multiple-output (MIMO) broadband
channel. The work presented in this paper is valid for both amplify-andforward (AF) and decode-and-forward (DF) relaying schemes. First, we
drive a communication model in such a way that the destination can see
the received signals during the relaying slots as direct retransmissions
from the source. We then present a multi-slot communication model
where transmission over relaying slots is translated into virtual receive
antennas and examine the outage probability of different relaying
schemes. Using simulations, we show that this schemes outperform each
other depending on the relays location and demonstrate that the multirelay transmissions provide better diversity gain than the conventional
hybrid-Automatic repeat request (ARQ).
Index Terms—Cooperative relaying, multiple-antenna systems, packet
combining, outage probability.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In wireless networks, the presence of diversity between the source
and the destination is a key requirement to combat channel fading and
enable communication at high spectral efficiencies. In this paper, we
concentrate on temporal and spatial diversity. ARQ combined with
forward error correction (FEC) is a popular mechanism to exploit
temporal diversity. This mechanism has been studied for many years
and is still receiving considerable attention [1], [2]. However, it
suffers from temporal diversity limitations especially in slow fading
environments. In [3], the authors have proposed cooperative relaying
transmission as a solution for mitigating these diversity limitations.
This cooperative diversity version exploits the broadcast nature of the
wireless channel and adds spatial diversity by incorporating relays in
the network. The relays play the role of packet retransmitters instead
of the source, thereby creating an independent channel to increase
the diversity order. Cooperative relaying presents a good alternative
to classical ARQ and is becoming an area of wide interest for
many researchers (see for instance [4], [5]). In this new transmission
mechanism, one or more relays assist the communication between the
source and destination to form a MIMO system and therefore build
up space–time diversity branches that are exploited at the destination.
Several interesting relaying schemes have been proposed, among
which are two basic modes: amplify-and-forward (AF), and decodeand-forward (DF). The AF strategy represents the simplest way that
a relay may cooperate with the source and the destination. Under
this scheme, the relay simply amplifies the received signal and
forwards it towards the destination. However, in the DF scheme, the
relay first decodes the signal received from the source, re-encodes
and retransmits it to the destination. This approach suffers from
error propagation when the relay transmits an erroneously decoded
data block [6], [7]. Selective DF, where the relay only transmits
when it can reliably decode the data packet, has been introduced
as an efficient method to reduce error propagation [8]. However, the

unsuccessful detection of the data packet by one or more relays can
limit the benefit of relaying. In fact, for each incorrectly detected
packet, there is a waste of one time slot. To prevent the incurring
“silence”, a modified selective DF scheme has been proposed in
[6], [9]. In this scheme, when the relay fails to correctly decode the
packet, it sends back a negative acknowledgment (NACK) message to
the source that directly transmits the packet to the destination during
the slot allocated to the relay. In this paper, we refer to this scheme
as ACK/NACK-aided DF.
In this paper, we consider a broadband multi-relay system operating
under the framework of protocol II where the source broadcasts the
data packet to both the relay and the destination during the first
slot while during the second slot only the relay sends the packet to
the destination[10]. We focus on cooperative ARQ communication
where the feedback from the destination is exploited and the packet
repetition is activated only if the destination fails to decode the
data packet [11], [12]. First, we derive an unified communication
model for the relaying schemes under consideration in this paper,
i.e., AF, Selective DF, and ACK/NACK-aided DF. We then derive
a multi-slots communication model that helps, at the destination
side, to perform the combination of packets received over multiple
slots. We also investigate the outage probability of different relaying
schemes. To the best of the authors knowledge, previous works
that addressed outage analysis of relay communication systems have
focused on the case of single relay transmissions (see for instance
[8] and [13]). In this paper, we provide outage analysis of multirelay multi-slot cooperative ARQ. Using simulations, we show that
the studied relaying schemes outperform each other depending on
relay locations and demonstrate that the multi-relay transmissions
provide better diversity gain than the conventional hybrid-ARQ.
Throughout the paper we use the following notation: (.)> and (.)H
are the transpose and the transpose conjugate of the argument,
respectively. ∅ denotes the empty set. diag {X1 , · · · , Xm } denote
the block diagonal matrix constructed from X1 , · · · , Xm ∈ Cn1 ×n2 ,
respectively. For x ∈ CT N , xf denotes the discrete Fourier transform
(DFT) of x, i.e. xf = UT,N x, with UT,N = UT ⊗ IN , where IN
is the N × N identity matrix, UT is a unitary T × T matrix
√ whose
(m, n)th element is (UT )m,n = √1T e−j(2πmn/T ) , j = −1, and
⊗ denotes the Kronecker product.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In Section
II, we introduce the unified communication model for the relaying
schemes together with the multi-slot block communication model. In
Section III, we investigate the outage probability of the considered
relaying schemes. Outage analysis is provided in Section IV. Finally,
the paper is concluded in Section V.
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II. R ELAY S YSTEM MODEL

•

A. Multi-Relay Transmission Scheme
We consider a multi-relay-assisted wireless communication system,
where the MS antenna source terminal denoted as S transmits
information blocks to the MD antenna destination terminal denoted
as D with the assistance of K − 1 dedicated relays denoted as
R2 , · · · , Rk , · · · , RK . Each relay Rk is equipped with MRk transmit
and receive antennas. We consider a relaying system using up to
K slots for sending one information block from the source to
the destination, where each slot spans T channel uses. During the
first slot, the source broadcasts the data packet to the K − 1
relays and the destination. During the following slots, each relay
participates to the packet retransmission during the allocated slot
and keeps silent during the other slots. In this work, we focus
on cooperative ARQ communication where the feedback from the
destination is exploited and packet retransmission is activated only if
the destination fails to decode the data packet. Therefore, during the
relaying slots, once decoding is successful, the destination broadcasts
a positive acknowledgment (ACK) to the source and the relays to
stop relaying the current block and move on to the next information
block. In this work, we suppose perfect packet error detection and
assume that the one bit ACK/NACK feedback message is errorfree. The source-relay (S → Rk ), source-destination (S → D), and
relay-destination (Rk → D) links are assumed to be frequency
selective. The channel matrices corresponding to the A → B link
(AB)
(AB)
are H0
, · · · , HLAB −1 ∈ CMB ×MA with LAB denotes the
number of symbol-spaced taps, A ∈ {S, Rk }, and B ∈ {Rk , D}.
Their entries are zero-mean circularly symmetric complex Gaussian
random variables. Cyclic prefix (CP)-aided transmission is assumed
for all links. This prevents inter-block interference and allows the
use of frequency domain processing at the receiver side. The average
energies of the different links are ESRk , ESD and ERk D , and take
into account the path-loss and shadowing effects of each link. We
suppose that no channel state information at the transmitter (CSIT)
is available and assume perfect channel state information (CSI) at the
relays and the destination.
First, the source encodes its data blocks using a space-time
bit interleaved coded modulation (STBICM) encoder. The resulting
symbol vector, at the output of the STBICM encoder, is given by,
h
i>
>
s , s>
∈ S MS T ,
(1)
0 , · · · , sT −1
i>
h
>
>
where si , s>
∈ S MS is the symbol
1,i , · · · , st,i , · · · , sMS, i
vector at channel use i = 0, · · · , T − 1, and S is the symbol
constellation set. During the first slot, the source inserts a CP symbol
S→D
word of length TCP
≥ max (LSRk , LSD ), then broadcasts the

•

In AF scheme, each relay Rk amplifies and sends the block of
received signals to the destination during the allocated slot. In
(k)
this case, Hl in (3) is the lth equivalent tap channel matrix
corresponding to link S → Rk → D. It is the convolution of
the two channels corresponding to links S → Rk and Rk → D.
Lk = LSRk + LRk D − 1 is the equivalent channel order, and
ER D ESR
Ek = M Ek +σk2 [14].
S SRk
In DF schemes, the relays transmit using MS antennas. In
(k)
(R D)
the case of selective DF, Hl
= Hl k
∈ CMD ×MS ,
Lk = LRk D , and Ek = ERk D if relay k can correctly decode
the packet, otherwise, the packet retransmission is not activated
during slot k. When ACK/NACK-aided DF is considered, both
the relay and the source are involved during the following K −1
slots. In fact, at each relay, an acknowledgment message is
generated after the information block decoding. If the decoding
outcome is erroneous, the relay broadcasts a NACK message to
both the destination and the source to indicate that during the allocated slot the source is going to directly send the symbol frame
(k)
(SD)
to the destination. In this case, Hl = Hl , Lk = LSD ,
and Ek = ESD . The reception of an ACK message indicates
that during the allocated slot, the source will keep silent while
the relay will transmit the symbol frame to the destination,
(k)
(R D)
which means Hl = Hl k ∈ CMD ×MS , Lk = LRk D , and
Ek = ERk D .

B. Multi-Slot Block Communication Model
Using the signal communication model (3), derived in the previous
section, the received signals during the relaying slots can be viewed
as a direct retransmissions from the source as it is shown in Fig. 1. In
fact, (3) is of a great importance as it allows us to view each relaying
slot as an additional set of virtual receive antennas at the destination
side. Therefore, after k slots, the system (source, k − 1 relays, and
destination) can be viewed as a point to point MIMO link with MS
transmit and kMD receive antennas. First, we introduce
i>
h
(k)>
(1)>
∈ CkMD ,
(4)
,
y(k)
,
·
·
·
,
y
y
i
i
i
where reception over multiple slots can be viewed as multi-antenna
reception. We construct the kMD T × 1 block received signal vector
y(k) as,
h
i
>
> >
∈ CkMD T .
y(k) , y0(k) , · · · , yT(k)
−1

The block communication model corresponding to this k-slot scheme
is given by,
y(k) = H(k) s + n(k) ,

k=2,··· ,K

resulting symbol frame. After CP deletion, the baseband MD × 1
signal vector obtained at the destination side is given by,
(1)

yi

=

√

LSD −1

ESD

X

(1)

(1)

Hl s(i−l) mod T + ni ,

(2)

l=0


(1)
(SD)
(1)
where Hl = Hl , and ni ∼ N 0MD ×1 , σ 2 IMD is the thermal noise. During the following K −1 slots, the transmission strategy
depends on the considered relaying scheme. After CP deletion, The
MD × 1 received signal vector at the destination side, at each slot
k = 2, . . . , K can be expressed as
(k)

yi

=

√

Lk −1

Ek

X

(k)

(k)

Hl s(i−l) mod T + ni .

l=0

This expression is valid for both AF and DF schemes:

(3)

(5)

(6)

where H(k) ∈ CkMD T ×MS T is a block circulant matrix whose first
kMD T × MS block column matrix is
h
i>
(k)>
(k)>
H0 , · · · , HL−1 , 0(T −L)kMD ×MS ,
(7)
with

L =
H(k)
l

max (Lk ),
h √
i>
√
(1)>
(k)>
,
∈ CkMD ×MS
E1 Hl , · · · , Ek Hl

k=1,··· ,K

(8)
correspond to the order and the lth tap of the virtual MIMO channel,
respectively. Vector
h
i>
(k)>
(k)>
n(k) = n0 , · · · , nT −1
∈ CkMD T ,
(9)
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Figure 1.

ST-BICM diagram for multi-relay assisted systems.

denotes the thermal noise presenth in the k-slot equivalent
i>
(k)
(1)>
(k)>
MIMO system, where ni
,
∼
ni , · · · , ni

N 0kMD ×1 , σ 2 IkMD . Note that the block circulant matrix H(k)
can be block diagonalized in a Fourier basis as
(k)
UT,MS .
H(k) = UH
T,kMD Λ

(10)

Therefore, applying the DFT to the k-slot block signal vector (6)
yields the following frequency domain block communication model,
(k)

yf(k) = Λ(k) sf + nf ,
where
(

( k)

y0, ..., yT−1

Relaying
link #k

(k)

Λ

(k)
Λi

,
=

(k)
(k)
diag Λ0 , · · · , ΛT −1
PL−1 (k) −j(2πil/T )
l=0 Hl e

(k)

and sf and nf

n

o

∈C

(11)

kMD ×MS T

kMD ×MS

∈C

,

(12)

,

are the DFT of s and n(k) , respectively.
III. O UTAGE P ROBABILITY

The outage probability is regarded as a meaningful tool for
evaluating the performance of non-ergodic channels, i.e., block fading
quasi-static channels, as it provides a lower bound on the block error
rate (BLER) [15, p. 187]. For a given signal to noise ratio (SNR) γ per
receive antenna, the outage probability of the direct link (i.e., S → D
link), at a target transmission rate R, is defined as the probability that
the mutual information I between the transmitter alphabet and the
received signal is below R,
n
o
(1)
Direct
Pout
(R, γ, k = 1) = Pr I(sf , yf | Λ(1) , γ) < R , (13)
(1)
yf

where sf is the frequency domain transmitted symbol vector,
is
the frequency domain received signal over link S → D (during slot
k = 1), and Λ(1) is the corresponding channel frequency response
(CFR). In this work, we are interested in analyzing cooperative
ARQ communications where packet relaying is activated only if the
destination fails to decode the initially transmitted data packet. In
such a scenario, packet combining starts when the direct link is in
outage, i.e., k ≥ 2.
At each slot k ≥ 2, k copies of the transmitted packet are available
at the destination side, one from the direct link and k − 1 from
relaying links, except for selective DF scheme where the number
of transmitted packet copies depends on the quality of S → R link
realizations. In fact, for selective DF, packet retransmission does
not occur at slot u (2 ≤ u ≤ k) if the S → Ru link is in
outage. However, for the sake of simplicity, we assume that slot u is
allocated for packet retransmission even when relaying is deactivated.
Therefore, the k-slot relaying system can be viewed as a repetition
coding scheme where k parallel sub-channels are used to transmit
one symbol message [15, p. 194]. Using the unified communication

model (11), the outage probability of the studied relaying schemes
can be expressed as in [16], i.e.,
Pout (R, γ, k) =


1
(k)
Pr
I(sf , y(k)
|
Λ
,
γ)
<
R,
A
1 , · · · , Ak−1 ,
f
k

(14)

where Au denotes the event that the destination sends a NACK
message at slot u. In the case of independent and identically
distributed (i.i.d) circularly symmetric complex channel inputs, the
mutual information I(sf , y(k)
| Λ(k) , γ) in (14) can be expressed as
f
in [17], i.e.,
| Λ(k) , γ) =
I(sf , y(k)
f



T −1
1X
γ (k) (k)H
.
log2 det IkMD +
Λi Λi
T i=0
MS

(15)

Moreover, in the special case of DF schemes, the outage probability
can be expressed using the outage probabilities of S → R links. For
DF modes, the received signals available at the destination side after
k slots, depend on the quality of S → R links. Let Ek denote the
event that the relaying system {Source, k − 1 relays, destination} is
in outage at slot k, and Ck,τ denote the event that τ source-relay links
among the k − 1 available source-relay links (i.e., S → R2 , · · · , S →
Rk ) are in outage. The outage probability of the DF relaying system
at slot k can be expressed as,
DF
Pout
(R, γ, k) =

k−1
X

Pr {Ek , Ck,τ , A1 , · · · , Ak−1 } .

(16)

τ =0

In the case of selective DF mode, packet retransmission does not
occur at slot u (2 ≤ u ≤ k) if the S → Ru link is in outage. Let
Rk,τ ⊂ {R2 , · · · , Rk } denote the set of τ relays involved in event
Ck,τ , and Rk,τ , {R2 , · · · , Rk } \ Rk,τ . For selective DF relaying,
the outage probability (16) can then be expressed as,
SDF
Pout
(R, γ, k) =
k−1
X

X

τ =0 Rk,τ

S,Rk,τ →D

Pout

Y
R∈Rk,τ

S→R
Pout

Y



0

S→R
1 − Pout



, (17)

R0 ∈Rk,τ

S→R
where Pout
denotes the outage probability of the S →R link and
is computed as,


1
(SR)
S→R
Pout
= Pr
I(sf , yf
| Λ(SR) , γ) < R, A1 , · · · , Ak−1 .
k
(18)
(SR)
In (18), yf
denotes the frequency domain received signal over the
S,R

→D

S → R link, and Λ(SR) is the corresponding CFR. While Pout k,τ
is the outage probability of the system after combining at slot k using
relays in set Rk,τ . It is computed similarly to (14) using R →D link
channel matrices corresponding to relays in set Rk,τ . Note that when
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ACK/NACK−DF

Pout
k−1
X

X

S

k,τ
Pout

(R, γ, k) =

,Rk,τ →D

τ =0 Rk,τ

Y
R∈Rk,τ

S→R
Pout

Y



0

S→R
1 − Pout



,

R0 ∈Rk,τ

SNRSD=3dB

0

10

−1

10

Outage Probability

Rk,0 = ∅ and Rk,k−1 = ∅, the corresponding multiplicative terms
in (17) are assumed equal to 1.
In the case of ACK/NACK-aided DF mode, the packet is directly
retransmitted by the source during slot u if the link S → Ru is
in outage. Let Sk,τ denote the set of τ time slots during which
the source is involved in the packet retransmission. The outage
probability (16) can be expressed as,

−2

10

−3

10

(19)
S

,R

−4

→D

k,τ
k,τ
where Pout
denotes the outage probability of the system
after combining at slot k using τ packet copies from S →D links
0
0
and k − τ copies from R → D links where R ∈ Rk,τ .

10

−5

10

IV. O UTAGE A NALYSIS
In this section, we analyze the outage probability of the studied
relaying schemes. We use Monte Carlo simulations to evaluate system
outage probability given by (14). First, we generate MIMO channel
matrices corresponding to the S →D link and compute the mutual
achievable rate using (15) for k = 1. If the achievable rate is greater
than R, the system is declared in a non outage, relaying is therefore
deactivated, and the system moves on to the transmission of the next
block. However if the target rate R is not reached when k = 1, the
first relaying link MIMO channel matrices are generated depending
on the relaying scheme in use and the mutual achievable rate is
re-calculated for k = 2. The relaying process is stopped and the
processing of the next block transmission is started, either because
the achievable rate is greater than kR at slot k ≤ K or the system
is in outage, i.e., the achievable rate is below KR at the last slot K.
For simulations, we choose T = 258 channel use. For the sake of
simplicity, we assume that all relays are at the same distance from
both the source and the destination. We consider a homogeneous
case where the distances between the source and relay lSR , relay and
destination lRD , and source and destination lSD are normalized in
such a way that lSR + lRD = lSD = 1. All links have the same
frequency-selective fading channel profile, i.e., L = 3 equal power
paths with the same path loss exponent κ = 3. The link average
energy is EAB = (lAB )−κ with A = S or R, and B = R or D.
First, we consider a one-relay cooperative ARQ system (K = 2
slots) where all nodes are equipped with two antennas, i.e., MS =
MR = MD = 2 and the target rate is R = 2. In Fig. 2, we report
the outage probability versus lSR for S →D link SNR, i.e., SNRSD
= 3dB. In the legend, ACK/NACK-DF (Slow Ch) and ACK/NACKDF (fast Ch) denote the ACK/NACK-aided DF scheme operating over
an S → D long-term static channel where the channel is constant over
K consecutive slots, and a S → D short-term static channel where
the channel independently changes from slot to slot, respectively.
From Fig. 2, we notice that the optimal relay location for all studied
schemes is lSR = 0.5. Moreover, the results show that AF and DF
relaying outperform each other depending on the relay location. In
fact, AF scheme seems to be more suitable for locations close to
the destination, i.e., lSR > 0.6. However, for locations close to
the source, the relay experiences better radio conditions, and the
probability of successful data packet decoding becomes higher. In
this case, DF schemes are more suitable. Furthermore, the studied
DF schemes have similar performances when lSR < 0.6. For relay
locations where lSR > 0.6, ACK/NACK-aided DF scheme clearly
outperforms selective DF scheme. However, when the S → D link
experiences slow fading the gap becomes too small. In this case,

ACK/NACK−DF (Fast Ch)
ACK/NACK−DF (Slow Ch)
Selective DF
AF

0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5
lsr

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1

Figure 2. Outage probability versus lSR for MS = MR = MD = 2,
K = 2, L = 3, and the path loss exponent κ = 3.

selective DF can be considered as the best DF relaying scheme as it
does not involve the source during the relaying slots.
Now, we consider a multi-relay cooperative ARQ system where
the source and the relays are equipped with two antennas, i.e.,
MS = MR = 2, and the target rate is R = 2. In Fig. 3 and
Fig. 4, we plot outage probability versus SNRSD at lSR = 0.5 for
one and two-relay cooperative ARQ systems (K = 2 and K = 3).
In both figures, we use conventional hybrid–ARQ as a reference
to evaluate the behavior of the studied relaying schemes. In this
conventional packet retransmission scheme, the packet is directly
retransmitted by the source without relay assistance. In the following,
we assume that the S → D link experiences short-term quasi-static
fading. This corresponds to the best scenario for conventional hybrid–
ARQ where re-transmission rounds see different and independent
channel realizations. In Fig. 3, all nodes are equipped with two
antennas. In this case, for K = 2, the SNR gain due to packet
retransmission diversity in conventional hybrid–ARQ is less than 1dB
at 10−3 outage compared with K = 1. However, when relays are
incorporated in the network to play the role of packet re-transmitters,
this gain is increased to more than 2dB for AF relaying scheme and
5dB for DF. This high diversity gain can be reached when the relay
is at the optimal location lSR = 0.5. Also, note that in conventional
hybrid–ARQ transmission, the outage performance saturates after
K = 2 while for relaying transmission, the two-relay system has
a diversity gain of 0.5dB at 10−3 outage compared to the onerelay system. In Fig. 4, we notice that for overloaded multi-relay
cooperative ARQ systems, i.e., MS = MR = 2 and MD = 1,
the diversity gain is increased to 1dB for DF relaying schemes.
The throughput curves of balanced configuration with two relays
are reported in Fig. 5. We observe that the benefits of incorporating
relays in the network appear in the region of low to moderate SNR
where multiple transmissions are required to help correct packets
erroneously received during the first slot.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we investigated the issue of multi-relay communication over broadband MIMO channels. First of all, we derived an
unified communication model for AF, Selective DF, and ACK/NACKaided DF. We presented a multi-slot communication model where
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Figure 3. Outage probability versus SNRSD for MS = MR = MD = 2,
lSR = 0.5, L = 3, and the path loss exponent κ = 3.

Figure 5. Throughput versus SNRSD for MS = MR = MD = 2, lSR =
0.5, L = 3, and the path loss exponent κ = 3.
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transmission over relaying slots is translated into virtual receive antennas Then, we examined the outage probability of different studied
relaying schemes. Using simulations, we showed that the studied
relaying schemes outperform each other depending on relay locations.
We also showed that the multi-relay-assisted communications provide
better diversity gain than the conventional hybrid-ARQ.
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